2010 UCM Dual Jamboree Round-by-Round Results

Round 1

#9 University of Nebraska-Kearney 28, Northern State 9
125 – Danny Luttrell (UNK) dec. James Marx (NSU), 4-2, UNK 3-0
133 – Joey Robinson (UNK) wbf Jacob Butrons (NSU), 0:40, UNK 9-0
141 – Tyler Baker (UNK) dec. Benton Crow (NSU), 4-3, UNK 12-0
149 – TJ Hepburn (UNK) wbf Beau Voegeli (NSU), 0:52, UNK 18-0
157 – Jordan Gienger (UNK) dec. Ryan Larsen (NSU), 8-4, UNK 21-0
165 – Donnie Bowden (NSU) dec. Taylor May (UNK), 3-2, UNK 21-3
184 – Derrick Ross (UNK) dec. Cale Cornemann (NSU), 4-2, UNK 28-3
197 – Brent Fosheim (NSU) dec. Justin McKain (UNK), 3-2, UNK 28-6
285 – Jared Little (NSU) dec. Ben Hohensee (UNK), 3-0, UNK 28-9

#7 University of Wisconsin-Parkside 29, #15 University of Findlay 6
125 – Cody Zimmerman (UWP) dec. Nickolaus Weisjahn (UF), 9-0, UWP 4-0
133 – Brandon Kircher (UWP) wbf Jan Ulinski (UF), 3:59, UWP 10-0
141 – Mike Migawa (UWP) dec. Chris Andrews (UF), 4-0, UWP 13-0
149 – Craig Becker (UWP) dec. Jeremy Espinoza (UF), 9-4, UWP 16-0
157 – Dillon Bera (UWP) dec. Michael Lyberger (UF), 4-0, UWP 19-0
165 – Matt Gille (UWP) dec. Kris Bowser (UF), 7-0, UWP 22-0
174 – Luke Rynish (UWP) dec. Justin Shannon (UF), 4-3, UWP 25-0
184 – Lucas Haag (UWP) dec. Jeff Havelka (UF), 11-3, UWP 29-0
197 – Dan Stevenson (UF) dec. Jon Treml (UWP), 6-3 UWP 29-3
285 – Matthew Clum (UF) dec. James Malechek (UWP), 10-4, UWP 29-6

#20 University of Central Missouri 22, Chadron State 19
125 – Dustin Stodola (CSC) win by Forfeit, CSC 6-0
133 – Marcus Walker (UCM) dec. Ryan Fillingame (CSC), 6-4, CSC 6-3
141 – Cory Bloodgood (UCM) Maj. dec. Lance Jeffries (CSC), 13-2, UCM 7-6
149 – Brandon Russow (UCM) wbf Jake Lords (CSC), 1:33, UCM 13-6
157 – Brain Easterling (CSC) Maj. Dec. Denis Ryzov (UCM), 9-0, UCM 13-10
165 – Justin Dekok (CSC) dec. Brian Click (UCM), 2-0, 13-13
174 – Matt Bailes (UCM) dec. Cody Vasconcellos (CSC), 9-8, UCM 16-13
184 – Phil Witt (UCM) dec. Chris Leak (CSC), 5-4, UCM 19-13
197 – James Eardley (CSC) wbf Doug Thompson (UCM), 3:44, 19-19
285 – Brandon Hayes (UCM) dec. RJ Boylon (CSC), 2-0, UCM 22-19

University of Mary 33, Newman University 12
125 – Matt Garcia (UM) win by Forfeit, UM 6-0
133 – Blake Fisher (NU) dec. Tanner Beaman (UM), 12-7, UM 6-3
141 – Brent Ficher (NU) wbf Cody Schmidt (NU), 6:36, NU 9-6
149 – Landon Della Silva (UM) dec. Mitch Arnold (NU), 8-2, 9-9
157 – Ryan Spencer (NU) dec. Collin Englehardt (UM), 7-6, NU 12-9
165 – Taylor Nagel (UM) dec. Austin Workman (NU), 3-1, 12-12
174 – Shane Primeau (UM) dec. Jacob Weaver (NU), 4-2, UM 15-12
184 – Brady Anderson (UM) wbf Blake Fullbright (NU), 3:43, UM 21-12
197 – Dusty Vliem (UM) wbf Tyler Hassenbank (NU), 1:12, UM 27-12
285 – Kriss McCleary (UM) win by Forfeit, UM 33-12
Round 2

#15 University of Findlay 41, Truman State University 0
125 – Nickholaus Weisjahn (UF) Maj. dec. Rolland Wimberly (TSU), 11-0, UF 4-0
133 – Jan Ulinski (UF) dec. Ryan Banning (TSU), 11-10, UF 7-0
141 – Chris Andrews (UF) wbf Jordan Powell (TSU), 2:45, UF 13-0
149 – Jeremy Espinoza (UF) dec. Alex Maus (TSU), 2-0, UF 16-0
157 – Michael Lyberger (UF) Maj. dec. Andy Bader (TSU), 11-2, UF 20-0
165 – Kristopher Bouser (UF) dec. Brian Isbell (TSU), 2-0, UF 23-0
174 – Justin Shannon (UF) dec. Dean Shultz (TSU), 6-1 UF 26-0
184 – Jeff Havelka (UF) win by forfeit, UF 32-0
197 – Daniel Stevenson (UF) wbf Zach Hayes (TSU), 1:23, UF 38-0
285 – Matthew Clum (UF) dec. Loyde Braidlow (TSU), 3-2, UF 41-0

#7 University of Wisconsin-Parkside 28, #20 University of Central Missouri 9
125 – Cody Zimmerman (UWP) win by forfeit, UWP 6-0
133 – Marcus Walker (UCM) dec. O.T. Brandon Kircher (UWP), 3-1 SV, UWP 6-3
141 – Cory Bloodgood (UCM) dec. Mike Migawa (UWP), 3-2, 6-6
149 – Craig Becker (UWP) wbf Jesse Whitson (UCM), 6:26, UWP 12-6
157 – Dillon Bera (UWP) Maj. dec. Denis Ryzov (UCM), 16-6, UWP 16-6
165 – Matt Gille (UWP) dec. Bryan Click (UCM), 8-1, UWP 16-6
174 – Ryan Woods (UWP) dec. Matt Bailes (UCM), 8-6, UWP 22-6
184 – Lucas Haag (UWP) dec. Phil Witt (UCM), 9-4, UWP 25-6
197 – Jon Treml (UWP) dec. Doug Thompson (UCM), 5-3, UWP 28-6
285 – Brandon Hayes (UCM) dec. James Malechek (UWP), 4-1 UWP 28-9

Northern State University 40, Newman University 6
125 – James Marx (NSU) win by forfeit, NSU 6-0
133 – Blake Fisher (NU) dec. Jacob Butrous (NSU), 11-4, NSU 6-3
141 – Benton Crow (NU) wbf Brent Fisher (NSU), 4:15, NSU 12-3
149 – Mitch Arnold (NU) dec. Beau Voegeli (NSU), 9-7, NSU 12-6
157 – Ryan Larsen (NSU) dec. Ryan Spencer (NU), 10-5, NSU 15-6
165 – Donnie Bowden (NSU) Maj. dec. Austin Workman (NU), 12-1, NSU 19-6
174 – Phillip Downs (NSU) win by default Jacob Weaver (NU), NSU 25-6
184 – Cole Connerman (NSU) dec. Tyler Hassenbank (NU), 7-4, NSU 28-6
197 – Brent Fosheim (NSU) win by forfeit, NSU 34-6
285 – Jared Little (NSU) win by forfeit, NSU 40-6

#9 University of Nebraska-Kearney 27, University of Mary 9
125 – Jordan White (UNK) dec. Matt Garcia (UM), 1-0, UNK 3-0
133 – Tanner Beaman (UM) dec. Joesy Morrison (UNK), 6-4, 3-3
141 – Tyler Baker (UNK) Maj. dec. Cody Schmidt (UM), 11-2, UNK 7-3
149 – TJ Hepburn (UNK) wbf Landon DellaSilva (UM), 2:12, UNK 13-3
157 – Colin Englehardt (UM) dec. Jordan Giender (UNK), 3-2, UNK 13-6
165 – Taylor May (UNK) Dec. Taylor Nagel (UM), 3-1, UNK 16-6
174 – Kamarudeen Usman (UNK) Maj. dec. Shane Primeau (UM), 16-4, UNK 20-6
184 – Derek Ross (UNK) dec. Brady Anderson (UM), 9-4, UNK 23-6
197 – Dustin Vliem (UM) dec. Justin McKain (UNK), 6-4 UNK 23-9
Round 3

Chadron State College 27, Newman University 13
125 – Dustin Stadola (CSC) win by forfeit, CSC 6-0
133 – Ryan Fillingame (CSC) dec. Blake Fisher (NU), 6-4, CSC 9-0
141 – Brent Fisher (NU) Maj. dec. Hagen Guzman (CSC), 11-3, CSC 9-4
149 – Mitch Arnold (NU) dec. Jake Lords (CSC), 3-1, CSC 9-7
157 – Brian Esterling (CSC) dec. Ryan Spencer (NU), 11-9, CSC 12-7
165 – Austin Workman (NU) dec. TB2 Justin Dehok (CSC), 8-7, CSC 12-10
174 – Jeremy Fillingame (CSC) dec. Blake Fallbright (NU), 4-2, CSC 15-10
184 – Tyler Hassenbank (NU) dec. Chris Cleak (CSC), 3-1, CSC 15-13
197 – Duke Eardley (CSC) win by forfeit, CSC 21-13
285 – RJ Boylan (CSC) win by forfeit, CSC 27-13

#9 University of Nebraska-Kearney 35, Truman State University 6
125 – Danny Luttrell (UNK) TF Rolland Wimberly (TSU), 17-2, UNK 5-0
133 – Joseph Morrison (UNK) dec. Ryan Banning (TSU), 10-7, UNK 8-0
141 – Tyler Baker (UNK) wbf Jordan Powell (TSU), 2:26, UNK 14-0
149 – Thomas Hepburn (UNK) Maj. dec. Alex Malls (TSU), 17-4, UNK 18-0
157 – Andy Bader (TSU) dec. Jordan Gienger (UNK), 8-4, UNK 18-3
165 – Ju Kimento (UNK) dec. Brian Isbell (TSU), 6-4, UNK 21-3
184 – Derek Ross (UNK) win by forfeit, UNK 31-3
285 – Loyde Braidlow (TSU) dec. Ben Hohensee (UNK), 6-3, UNK 35-6

#20 University of Central Missouri vs. University of Mary
125 – Matt Garcia (UM) win by forfeit, UM 6-0
133 – Marcus Walker (UCM) dec. Tanner Beamon (UM), 6-1, UM 6-3
141 – Cory Bloodgood (UCM) wbf Cody Schmidt (UM), 15-0 6:11, UCM 8-6
149 – Brandon Russow (UCM) wbf Landon DellaSilva (UM), 1:05, UCM 14-6
157 – Collin Englehardt (UM) dec. OT Denis Ryzhov (UCM), 3-1 SV, UCM 14-9
165 – Taylor Nagel (UM) dec. Bryan Click (UCM), 3-1, UCM 14-12
174 – Matt Bailes (UCM) Maj. dec. Shane Primeau (UM), 8-0, UCM 18-12
184 – Phil Witt (UCM) dec. Brady Anderson (UM), 8-2, UCM 21-12
197 – Dusty Vliem (UM) dec. Doug Thompson (UCM), 7-1, UCM 21-15
285 – Brandon Hayes (UCM), dec. Kriss McCleary (UM), 6-1, UCM 24-15

#7 University of Wisconsin-Parkside 31, Northern State University 6
125 – Cody Zimmerman (UWP) dec. James Marx (NSU), 5-2, UWP 3-0
133 – Brandon Kircher (UWP) wbf Jacob Butrous (NSU), 6:11, UWP 9-0
141 – Benton Crow (NSU) dec. Yde (UWP), 4-0, UWP 9-3
149 – Craig Becker (UWP) wbf Beau Voegeli (NSU), 2:33, UWP 15-3
157 – Dillon Bera (UWP) dec. Ryan Larsen (NSU), 6-0, UWP 18-3
165 – Matt Gille (UWP) dec. Donnie Bowden (NSU), 6-3, UWP 21-3
184 – Lucas Haag (UWP) dec. Cale Corrnerman (NSU), 5-0, UWP 28-3
197 – Jon Treml (UWP) dec. Brent Fosheim (NSU), 2-0, UWP 31-3
285 – Jared Little (NSU) dec. James Malachek (UWP), 7-2, UWP 31-6
### Round 4

#### Northern State University 30, Truman State University 15
125 – James Marx (NSU) wbf Rolland Wimberley (TSU), 2:23, NSU 6-0  
133 – Ryan Banning (TSU) dec. Jacob Buterous (NSU), 7-2, NSU 6-3  
141 – Berton Crow (NSU) wbf Jordan Powell (TSU), 4:24, NSU 12-3  
149 – James Maus (TSU) wbf Beau Vogeli (NSU), 1:38, NSU 12-9  
157 – Ryan Larsen (NSU) dec. Andy Bader (TSU), 11-5, NSU 15-9  
165 – Donnie Bowden (NSU) dec. Brian Isbell (TSU), 5-2, NSU 18-9  
174 – Dean Schultz (TSU) dec. Phillip Downs (NSU), 7-3, NSU 18-12  
184 – Cole Connerman (NSU) win by forfeit, NSU 24-12  
197 – Brent Fosheim (NSU) wbf Zach Hayes (TSU), 4:02, NSU 30-12  
285 – Loyde Braidlow (TSU) dec. Jared Little (NSU), 3-1, NSU 30-15  

#### #7 University of Wisconsin-Parkside 38, Newman University 9  
125 – Cody Zimmerman (UWP) win by forfeit, UWP 6-0  
133 – Jacob Butrous (NU) dec. Brandon Kircher (UWP), 7-4, UWP 6-3  
141 – Brent Ficher (NU) dec. Mike Migowa (UWP), 4-3, 6-6  
149 – Craig Becker (UWP) wbf Mitch Arnold (NU), 2:42, UWP 12-6  
157 – Dillon Bera (UWP) TF Ryan Spencer (NU), 16-0, UWP 17-6  
165 – Matt Gillen (UWP) dec. Austin Workman (NU), 10-3, UWP 20-6  
174 – Luke Rynish (UWP) wbf Blake Fillingame (NU), 4:03, UWP 26-6  
184 – Tyler Hassenbank (NU) dec. Hines (UWP), 7-5, UWP 26-9  
197 – Jon Treml (UWP), win by forfeit, UWP 32-9  
285 – James Malachek (UWP) win by forfeit, UWP 38-9  

#### #9 University of Nebraska-Kearney 23, #15 University of Findlay 16  
125 – Danny Luttrell (UNK) Maj. dec. Nickholaas Weisjahn (UF), 10-2, UNK 4-0  
133 – Jan Steven Ulinski (UF) wbf Joey Morrison (UNK), 2:16, UF 6-4  
141 – Tyler Baker (UNK) dec. Chris Andrews (UF), 8-2, UNK 7-6  
157 – Michael Lybarger (UF) dec. Jordan Gienger (UNK) 6-1, UNK 11-9  
165 – Taylor May (UNK) dec. Kristopher Bowser (UF), 9-3, UNK 14-9  
184 – Derek Ross (UNK) win by forfeit, UNK 20-13  
197 – Daniel Stevenson (UF) dec. Justin McKain (UNK) 3-2, UNK 20-16  
285 – Ben Hohensee (UNK) dec. Cody Ruffer (UF), 7-2, UNK 23-16  

#### University of Mary 22, Chadron State College 15  
125 – Matt Garcia (UM) dec. Dustin Stadola (CSC), 8-4, UM 3-0  
133 – Ryan Fillingame (CSC) TF Tanner Beaman (UM), 18-1, CSC 5-3  
141 – Hagen Guzman (CSC) Maj. dec. Cody Schmidt (UM), 13-4, CSC 9-3  
149 – Landon dellaSilva (UM) dec. Jake Lords (CSC), 7-3, CSC 9-6  
157 – Colin Englerhard (UM) dec. Brian Easterling (CSC), 3-2, 9-9  
165 – Taylor Nagel (UM) dec. Justin Dekok (CSC), 4-2, UM 12-9  
174 – Jeremy Fillingame (CSC) dec. Shane Primeau (UM), 5-4, 12-12  
197 – Dusty Vliem (UM) wbf Duke Eardley (CSC), 3:32, UM 22-12  
285 – RJ Boylan (CSC) dec. Kriss Mc Cleary (UM), 4-1, UM 22-15
Round 5

#15 University of Findlay  32, #20 University of Central Missouri 9
125 – Nickholaus Weisjahn (UF) win by forfeit, UF 6-0
133 – Jan Ulinski (UF) dec. Marcus Walker (UCM), 8-4, UF 9-0
141 – Cory Bloodgood (UCM) wbf Chris Andrews (UF), 3:25, UF 9-6
149 – Jesse Whitson (UCM) dec. Jeremy Espinoza (UF), 6-4, 9-9
157 – Michael Lyberger (UF) dec. Denis Ryzhov (UCM), 4-0, UF 12-9
165 – Kristopher Bouser (UF) dec. Brian Click (UCM), 9-3, UF 15-9
174 – Justin Shannon (UF) dec. Matt Bailes (UCM), 9-7, UF 18-9
184 – Jeff Havelka (UF) wbf Phil Witt (UCM), 5:45, UF 23-9
197 – Daniel Stevenson (UF) dec. Doug Thompson (UCM), 4-0, UF 26-9
285 – Cody Ruffer (UF) wbf Brandon Hayes (UCM), 1:21, UF 32-9

Chadron State College 39, Truman State University 9
125 – Dustin Stadola (CSC) Maj. dec. Rolland Wimberley (TSU), 18-5, CSC 4-0
133 – Ryan Fillingame (CSC) Maj. dec. Ryan Banning (TSU), 9-1, CSC 8-0
141 – Hagen Guzman (CSC) Maj. Dec. Jordan Powell (TSU), 11-0, CSC 12-0
149 – Alex Maus (TSU) dec. Jake Lords (CSC), 7-3, CSC 12-3
157 – Brian Esterling (CSC) wbf Brian Isbell (TSU), 1:06, CSC 18-3
165 – Justin Dekok (CSC) wbf AndyBader (TSU), 3:30, CSC 24-3
174 – Jeremy Fillingame (CSC) win by forfeit, CSC 30-3
184 – Chris Cleak (CSC) win by forfeit, CSC 36-3
285 – Loyde Braidlow (TSU) wbf RJ Boylan (CSC), 0:43, CSC 39-9